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ABSTRACT
This study makes a comparison between the effectiveness of reducing 
solar gain through glass areas by either changing the glazing type or reorienting 
the glazing on typical Las Vegas, Nevada product homes. A survey of model 
houses was conducted to establish a set of size ranges in which the models were 
characterized. Solar gain comparisons were done for the month of July on three 
representative models from each range. The solar gain was considered for clear, 
tinted and low-e coated glass with the models oriented in each of the four cardinal 
directions. This same comparison was then performed on a year long basis 
through the utilization of the RESFEN software program. Finally, the relative 
effectiveness o f each product/method is discussed with regards to the square 
footage of the models.
Il l
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background
The history of “solar architecture” can be traced back as far as the ancient Greeks. 
They too had faced an “energy crisis” of their own after wood used for heating had 
become scarce. The Greeks were forced to depend on expensive shipments of supplies 
from ftirther parts of the continent, leading to a search for a more economical solution to 
their problem. It became imperative that they build their houses to respond to the climate, 
and so began the challenge of designing for optimiun solar performance in both the 
winter and summer months. Similar fates also befell the Romans, Chinese and Japanese. 
Therefore, the need for energy efficiency through design is not a new one.
Statement of the Problem
Although energy is consumed in all areas of everyday life, this study centered on 
the energy consumed to cool buildings in a desert environment. While numerous studies 
have examined methods of conserving energy in relation to heating costs, most of these 
studies overlooked the cooling loads. This is significant to the southwest portion of the 
United States where cooling load days equal or exceed heating days. Thus concentrating 
solely on heating concerns blatantly ignores a primary season.
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This investigation further focused on production housing as a building type, 
because it is the predominant type of newly constructed housing and energy savings from 
a residence is most directly noticeable to an individual. Production (tract) housing was 
chosen because it has a low profit margin and adds a challenge toward proving that 
additional energy efficiency can be added with minimal redesign.
Las Vegas, Nevada was selected as the site of this study due to its recent explosive 
growth in production housing and large sample base. A variety of homes and plans are 
available for study; all bound by a need to provide for cooling loads and an extreme 
interest in bottom line economics. Las Vegas is a desert climate with 3201 cooling days 
and only 2407 heating days (National Climatic Data Center 1994, 3). The valley also 
provides an interesting building region in that its topography is extremely uniform. High 
slopes are rare and an essentially clean palette exists for the beginning o f each 
construction project. Thus, hindrances which might otherwise affect orientation are 
absent.
Reduction of Solar Gain
The ultimate goal was to determine the optimum conditions for reducing solar 
gain in summer without adversely effecting conditions during the winter, thus reducing 
energy consumption. Windows contribute a large percentage of solar gain, “solar 
transmission through windows and skylights may accoimt for 30% of the cooling 
requirements in a residence in some climates” (Warner 1995, 14); hence they were the 
primary concern of this study.
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The following are considered the chief contributing factors to the efficiency of 
fenestration:
- quantity of glazing
- orientation of glazing
- type of glazing
- design and utilization of shading devices
For the purposes of this investigation, quantity was determined by the existing models 
located in the Las Vegas valley. The orientation and type are the two variables whose 
optimization was determined for the previously mentioned models. Finally, the design of 
shading devices, interior or exterior, was not addressed.
This study endeavored to show that reorienting the glazing on current product 
housing in Las Vegas could provide more substantial energy savings through the 
reduction of solar gain, than tire utilization of a common energy efficient glazing product.
Definitions and Limitations
For the purpose of this study, new model product houses refers to single family 
detached houses, the most common product constructed in this market. New product 
housing is defined as any active development that is in any stage from pre-selling through 
close-out that has an active, current price list as well as floor plans for its offered models.
In an effort to limit the nearly infinite number of potential models from a single 
development, only base houses with no upgrades were considered for the initial size range 
determination. In the glass area investigation, models with floor plan alternates were 
used but only standard glazing for the floor plan alteration was considered.
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This study compared only the effects o f different glass types on window 
performance. The frame and assembly of a window also contribute to its over all 
efficiency, but for this analysis all window frames were considered equal among all 
models and therefore had no bearing on the results of the investigation.
Significance
This study sought to show that relatively simple alternatives to the average 
planning and construction of product housing exist and that substantial energy savings 
could be attained with limited redesign and cost.
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
What kind of energy savings are actually at stake? A report from the Energy & 
Environment Division of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (Frost, Arasteh, and Eto 
1993,1) places the amount o f energy (heating and cooling) lost through residential 
windows at 3% of the total United States energy use. This translates into over $26 billion 
annually. Timothy Johnson in the Low-E Glazing Design Guide (1991, 3) offers two 
alternatives for “increasing” the United States’ supply of available oil by 36 million 
barrels. Option number one involves investing $8 million dollars in a low-e coating plant 
which “could produce a miminum of 40 million square feet of residential windows per 
year for the 10-year nominal life of the coating system.” The energy saved by having 
used double glazed windows during that first ten years is the equivalent to 36 million 
barrels of oil. Option number two is to “invest $300 million in an offshore oil platform,” 
which would yield the same amount of oil over the same time period.
Current Statistics
In order to solve this “energy crisis”, it had to be determined which sectors of the 
industry could benefit most from increased fenestration efficiency. A recent survey from
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
the National Association of Home Builders* questioned single family home builders, 
multifamily builders, land developers, remodeling and commercial/industrial/ 
institutional builders about the types of energy efficient products they used in their 
construction. The number of single family builders responding that they used windows 
with low-e/argon glass extensively or sometimes was less than any other types of builders 
except multifamily builders. When the respondents were broken down by number of 
projects started in 1993, the builders with the highest volumes reported using low-e/argon 
glass the least; 17% used it extensively, 24% sometimes, 5% have it under consideration 
and 17% decided against using it. Low volume builders have very different responses 
with 43% using it extensively, 31% sometimes, 4% have it imder consideration and only 
5% decided against using it. This seems to reflect that the larger volume residential 
builders, production housing, are using advanced window technologies less than builders 
of other types o f projects, especially individual custom home builders who would 
generally be reflected in the smaller volume group. Similar trends were also shown with 
other energy efficient features, as the number or units started increasing, the percentage of 
builders incorporating the features decreased.
Marketability of Energy Efficiency
In reality to have any real effect on the production home industry, change either 
needs to be mandated by law or demanded by the consumer. A survey of households who 
had either purchased a home recently or plan to within the next year showed that “75% of
' National Association of Home Builders, Washington, D.C. Data provided by fax 
transmission, March 5, 1996
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buyers say they would pay more for a home where the builder exceeded mandated 
building codes” (LaFreniere 1995,123). While this does not include exclusively energ>' 
codes, it does show that the consumer is looking for a higher quality product and is 
willing to pay for it. The same survey also showed that 22% of the consumers would 
consider more energy efficiency as the top reason to consider moving to a new home.
This ranked third after desires for more space and an elaborate master retreat. In response 
to the question o f why they would move, 10% of the empty nesters and 17% or the 
retirees answered a more energy efficient house. The first-time and move-up buyers 
appeared to show more interest in increased living space, affordability and better design 
(not necessarily energy efficiency). Thus, the marketing of “starter homes”, those aimed 
towards individuals or couples buying their first house, would not necessarily benefit 
from increased energy efficiency if it also raised the price.
Las Vegas Production Home M arket
Las Vegas. Nevada, is a fast growing suburban community with an influx of 
nearly 7,000 people per month, as averaged over the months of July, August and 
September 1996 (Las Vegas Metropolitan: Housing Market Conditions 1996,4). 
Production housing growth has been responding with increasing numbers of new home 
starts. During the third quarter of 1996 alone, 8,912 residential construction permits were 
issued, with 60.3% being for single family units. This is an increase of over six hundred 
single family permits than was issued during the same quarter from the previous year. A 
majority of the permits issued were for production-type housing. Since large volume 
builders have been shown to be the least likely to incorporate energy saving features, Las
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Vegas presents the perfect opportunity for developing and instituting energy efficiency 
design guidelines.
Passive Solar Design in Production Housing
While this study centered on working with existing product home designs, studies 
have been done which investigate ways of changing the traditional home design in a 
manner to easily adapt it to a passive solar design. Jeffrey Cook has published several 
reports aimed at reforming the production housing in Arizona, which has a similar 
climate to Las Vegas. The purpose of his studies was to “demonstrate what is possible 
within the constraints o f the existing production housing sector of the desert cities of 
Arizona” (Cook 1984, 8). His focus is on changing the design of the buildings and 
maintaining the same construction materials and techniques currently in use. He sees 
passive solar building as an evolutionary process which must be incorporated at a pace 
that allows the acceptance of such building types by the housebuying public.
In his design guidelines for Arizona builders (Cook 1984, 20), Cook states the 
following in reference to the solar screening of windows: “Generally, tinted glass, heat 
absorbing glass, and films are not recommended as being cost effective. If they are cost 
effective, it implies that the window is either too large or is poorly located. Their 
usefulness is only as a remedy to a design error.” Cook’s research develops several new 
prototype passive solar designs which are based on current floor plans. He analyzes the 
energy efficiency of each and makes recommendations on siting and orientation issues.
This type of solution still requires an extensive redesign of the current production 
models. Some of the design suggestions include adding overhead shading devices, such
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as awnings, which are not necessarily a standard building feature on typical Las Vegas 
product housing. While the benefits of such devices are not in question, they change the 
appearance of the average house. The effects on the marketability of such models would 
be the subject o f future studies; for the purpose of this investigation such changes were 
not considered as an option. Therefore, only modifications to the type and orientation of 
glazing were considered.
Studies of Glazing Performance
Researchers have investigated the benefits of reducing solar gain through 
modifications of glazing, but none have been located in a climate closely resembling 
southern Nevada. The following two studies are based in cooling dominated areas but 
with a relative humidity higher than that found in Las Vegas.
An investigation was done in the state of Florida comparing the effects of glazing 
types versus interior shading devices on solar gain. For this cooling dominated climate, 
double-glazed and low-e glazing showed no summer benefit over single glazed windows 
with interior blinds or shades. Tinted glass had a somewhat higher benefit, but this was 
offset by its performance in some parts o f Florida during the summer months. This study 
did not incorporate the effects of orientation on solar gain, but it did show that sometimes 
the “low-tech” solutions can provide more energy efficiency than the more costly 
alternative (Vieira 1987,1544).
Orientation and increased insulation were the subject of a study which focused 
primarily on the southeastern portion of the United States. It used twenty-four cities in 
this region along with six cities in other areas of the country to compare residential
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heating and cooling loads. The orientation savings were defined as the “annual energy 
savings from changing conserving house orientation to face south and reorienting glass” 
(Lau, and Hyatt 1981, 813). The two cities nearest Nevada were Santa Marla, California, 
and Albuquerque, New Mexico, with orientation savings of 6 mmBtu/year and 13 
mmBtu/year, respectively. The study ultimately showed that energy savings based on 
these types of savings increased as one moved south.
Double-Glazing
Double-glazed windows are the industry standard for Las Vegas production 
housing. They are defined as “two thicknesses of glass separated by an air space within 
an opening to improve insulation against heat transfer” (Carmody, Selkowitz, and 
Heschong 1996, 196). This air space between the sheets of glass, if sealed airtight, can 
provide “superior insulating properties.”
This type of glazing was used as the standard of comparison in this study. Energy 
savings were defined as any benefit greater than that of double-glazed windows. From 
this point forward, any reference to a clear glass window will be describing a double- 
glazed clear glass window with the following characteristics: an R-value of 2.00, a 
shading coefficient of .84 and a visual transmittance of 80% (Wright 1992, 60). All 
typical glazing characteristics, as presented in the article by Wright, were produced using 
the Window 3.0 program by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
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Low-Emmittance (Low-E) Coated Glazing
Low-e coatings are defined as “a microscopically thin, virtually invisible, metal or 
metallic oxide layer deposited on a window or skylight glazing surface primarily to 
reduce the U-factor by suppressing radiative heat flow” (Carmody, Selkowitz, and 
Heschong 1996, 198). This coating may be applied to different faces of the glazing in a 
double-glazed window. The purpose of the coating is to act as an additional barrier 
reducing the heat transfer through the window. In cooling dominated climates the coating 
is generally applied on the inside face of the exterior pane of glass, to decrease the 
amount of heat transmitted to the interior pane. In heating dominated climates the 
process is reversed and the coating is located to the outside of the interior pane. In effect 
the low-e coating functions as an additional pane of glass within the window assembly.
Low-e coatings are often combined with specially gas filled air spaces or tinted 
glasses to create an even higher efficiency. Argon is one of the most commonly used 
gases and is less conductive than air. For the purposes of this study, low-e glazing was 
assumed as a double-glazed low-e coated clear glass window with the following 
characteristics: an R-value of 3.12, shading coefficient of .67 and a visual transmittance 
of 76% (Wright 1992, 60).
Tinted Glazing
Tinted glass is defined as a “glass colored by incorporation of a mineral 
admixture” (Carmody, Selkowitz, and Heschong 1996, 201). Historically tinted glazing 
has been the most commonly used to reduce solar gain; unfortunately, it reduces both 
radiant and visual transmittance. Because of this it is losing its popularity due to its
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reduction of daylight, although it does increase visual privacy and reduce glare. 
According to window manufacturers the market tendency is towards glass types that 
allow more daylight to enter a building and that do not decrease the visibility from the 
interior to the exterior (Kozlowski 1994, 38).
Tints added to glass do not affect the U-factor at all, they only reduce the shading 
coefficient. However, since Las Vegas is a cooling dominated climate, the decreased 
solar radiation through tinted glazing during the summer months, may offset its dismal 
winter performance. This study addressed this possibility through the comparison of 
solar heat gain reductions during the summer months to an entire year’s energy costs.
Any future references in this study to tinted glazing will be assumed to be a 
double-glazed gray-tinted glass with the following characteristics: an R-value of 2.00, a 
shading coefficient o f .56 and a visual transmittance of 39% (Wright 1992, 60). The 
gray-tinted glass was chosen because, among the most common colors, it has the lowest 
shading coefficient. Therefore, it will produce the highest solar gain savings, but it does 
have one of the lowest visual transmittance percentages of the various types of tinted 
glazings.
RESFEN
To compare the glazing performances on a full year basis, a software program, 
RESFEN^, was utilized. It is designed as a “residential fenestration performance design 
tool” and is based on a regression model of DOE-2 building simulation runs (Sullivan
’ RESFEN Rel. 2.4. Building Technologies Program, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
Berkeley, Calif.
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and others 1992, 832). DOE-2 is another computer simulation program which requires 
much more detail on a building envelope’s components and produces annual energy 
evaluations. RESFEN is designed to concentrate on energy costs attributable to 
fenestration. The user must supply information on window type, orientation, area, (J- 
factor, shading coefficient, infiltration rate and any additional shading devices. 
Information is also required on the type, construction and geographic location of the 
house; as well as on the types of heating and cooling systems. The program evaluates all 
of these factors and determines the total aimual heating energy and cooling energy 
amounts attributable to the window(s). The total annual energy cost is attained by adding 
the heating and cooling energy amoimts together.
RESFEN is preprogrammed with ten geographic locations which do not include 
Las Vegas. Nevada. However, in a regional breakdown of the United States by climatic 
conditions in Heating. Cooling. Lighting (Lechner 1991, 66), southern Nevada is included 
in the southwest desert region with a reference city of Phoenix, Arizona. The reference 
city is described as representative o f that region, and Phoenix is included in RESFEN’s 
geographic locations. Based on this information, Phoenix was used for the aimual energy 
evaluation, and this data was used to represent the conditions experienced in Las Vegas.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Data Collection
The first stage of the study involved developing a database of information on new 
product houses available for sale in the Las Vegas valley. In an attempt to develop a 
representative sample of homes, sales brochures were collected from developers’ sales 
offices throughout the region during the months of January and February of 1996. The 
collection began in the masterplanned communities o f Green Valley Ranch and 
Summerlin because of the shear number of developments going into these areas by an 
assortment of developers/builders. Other sales offices visited included randomly selected 
ones from the southeast, northwest and northeast areas of the Las Vegas valley. These 
areas represent the regions most associated with recent explosive residential growth.
The data assembled represents 384 different model houses currently offered by 
developments in the study area. This is seen as a representative sample. The information 
provided in the sales brochures was condensed into a database of information including 
square footage, price, number of bedrooms, bathrooms, etc. See Appendix 1.
Before window measurements could be taken, a series of representative size 
ranges were determined. The number of stories could have an effect on the amount of 
glazing independent of the square footage. For example, two houses with the same
14
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amount of floor area may have a significant difference in glazing quantity depending on 
the number of levels. For this reason one story and two story houses were handled 
independently. A set of size ranges was developed for each type and heat gain 
calculations were processed separately.
Once the data was divided into one story and two story models the lists were 
sorted by square footage and a histogram graph was produced using SPSS^ for each 
building type showing a normal distribution curve, see figures 2 and 3.
It was found that by using the median as a midpoint and centering ranges equal to 
the standard deviation around this, 98.4% of the data was covered by five ranges. This 
ultimately resulted in the size ranges shown in Figure 1.
Range
One Story
(in square feet)
Two Story
(in square feet)
A 1052- 1505 1350-2009
B 1506- 1957 2010-2669
C 1958 - 2409 2670 - 3328
D 2410-2861 3329 - 3987
E 2862-3313 3988 - 4646
Figure 1 Representative Size Ranges
Three houses were selected from each size range resulting in thirty models for 
detailed glazing analysis. The selection was based solely on availability of window 
information with several models coming from developments not included in the initial 
sample set due to the late availability of the data.
SPSS for Windows Rel. 6.1.3. SPSS Inc., Chicago, 111.
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H istogram  - O ne S tory  M odels
30-
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Std. Dev = 452.21 
Mean = 1730.7 
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Figure 2 Histogram of One Story Models with Normal Distribution Curve
H istogram  - Tw o S tory  M odels
4 0 -
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Std. Dev = 659.28 
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N = 217.00
tx
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Figure 3 Histogram of Two Story Models with Normal Distribution Curve
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Collection of glazing information came from revisiting sales offices. Information 
on sizes and orientations was taken from either architectural drawings or in several cases 
through measuring existing built models. Glass area in windows was taken as 100 
percent of the window area. For example a window callout o f 3040 would be recorded as 
a glass area of 12.0 square feet. Similarly sliding glass doors were assumed to be entirely 
glass and french doors were approximated at 50 percent glass. Only one of the selected 
models included glass block as a standard opening. The percentage of glass block to 
double pane glazing was negligible and, therefore, was deleted from future calculations.
It should be noted that many homes offered an additional upgrade from double pane to 
glass block in selected window openings. Window areas were tabulated according to the 
side of the model on which they occurred. See appendix 11 for glass area breakdown by 
model.
Difficulties were encountered while attempting to collect window data for the 
models in the largest size range of two story houses. Only three models fell into this size 
bracket, with two of the houses being constructed by the same developer. The sales 
office was unable to provide the information required and telephone calls to the 
developer’s main office were not returned. Calculations were performed on the one 
model in this size range, but results obtained do not bear the same statistical significance 
as that of the other size ranges.
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Method of Calculation
Next a method was developed for calculating the solar heat gain through various 
glazing types. The following formula (Parsons 1993, 27.19) is used to calculate the total 
instantaneous heat gain per square foot of glazing:
qA = (SC)(SHGF) + U(to - q)
where:
qA - instantaneous rate of heat admission through fenestration,
Btu/(h • ft')
SHGF - solar heat gain factor, Btu/(h • ft^)
SC - shading coefficient
U - U-value, Btu/(h • ft^  • °F)
to - outside temperature, °F
tj - inside temperature, °F
If the solar heat gain factor is modified to be the sum of the half day solar heat gain factor 
totals and the qA result is multiplied by the size of a window in square feet, the result will 
be the amount of heat gain for a particular window.
Determination of Equation Constants
The solar heat gain factors were obtained from the ASHRAE Handbook of 
Fundamentals (Parsons 1993, 27.22-27.23). Full-day totals were estimated by adding the 
half-day totals for the morning and afternoon for each of the orientations. It should be 
noted that the solar heat gain factors are based on average cloudless days and the actual 
totals for Las Vegas could vary based on overall air quality. However, since the same
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values will be used for all of the calculations, the comparison between glazing types will 
not be effected. Solar heat gain factors for 36° north latitude were not, so linear 
interpolation was required between the 32° and 40° north latitude tables. See appendix 111 
for the resulting solar heat gain factors.
Shading coefficients and R - values for each o f the types of glazing, clear double 
pane. low-E and tinted, are based on values generated by the Window software program 
(Wright 1992,60). The R - values were translated into U - values simply by taking the 
inverse.
For the summer evaluation, the calculations were based on the month o f July. Of 
the summer months in Las Vegas, July has the highest average temperatures and the 
amount of solar gain is more considerable than that o f the month of August. Thus, July is 
seen as being representative of the summer extremes experienced in this location.
Average hourly temperatures for Las Vegas, based on weather information 
gathered between 1984 and 1993, were obtained" .^ The weather station which records the 
data is located at McCarran International Airport in south central Las Vegas at an 
elevation of 2162 feet above sea level. Actual temperatures in some parts of Las Vegas 
are known to vary from the official recorded temperatures. For the purpose o f this study, 
an average of the temperatures between the hours of 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. were used as the 
daily outside average temperature in the calculation. The standard inside temperature was 
assumed to be 75 °F.
 ^Desert Research Institute, Reno, Nevada. Data provided by fax transmission, September 
1996
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Data Evaluation: Summer Only
The first stage of calculating heat gains, involved taking the models in their 
existing forms with double-pane clear glass and evaluating the effect o f orientation on the 
amount of total heat gain. Each model was initially examined separately, then averages 
were taken for further comparison by size range. The calculated heat gains were broken 
down by side of model and then totaled for a whole house gain amount. This was done 
for each orientation of the model (north, south, east or west). The listed orientation is 
based on the direction the front elevation of the house faces. Only the four cardinal 
compass points were considered in the orientation scenarios. This is consistent with the 
Las Vegas city grid system and the resulting street orientations.
The next stage of evaluation required repeating the previous process for each 
model, this time substituting low-e and tinted glass values for the heat gain calculations. 
These results are tabulated as they were for the clear glass, see appendix IV for the 
summary of July results.
Energy savings were calculated based on the average solar gain quantity for each 
elevation of the three representative models in each size range. Orientation savings was 
calculated based on the clear glass results, with the savings being defined as the 
difference between the elevation with the highest energy cost and the one with the lowest. 
Savings attributable to glass type is calculated separately for each orientation and is taken 
as the difference between the upgraded glass type’s energy cost and the comparable value 
for clear glass.
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Data Evaluation: Annual
The previous calculations evaluate window performance during a cooling month 
when heat gain is undesirable. The same features which make a particular glazing type 
the most advantageous during the summer could also make it the least efficient during a 
heating month. In order to produce more conclusive results, RESFEN was utilized to 
simulate full year energy totals for the same models and glazing types. For the data to be 
entered into the format required by RESFEN several alterations to the data and certain 
assumptions had to be made.
RESFEN is capable of handling eight different model orientations, but only four 
at one time. All glazing was, therefore, assumed to be on only the front, right, rear or left 
elevations o f the house. To accomplish this any glass areas occurring on the right-rear 
elevation was evaluated as though 50% occurred on the right elevation with the other 
50% on the rear. See appendix V for the adjusted glass area breakdown by model.
Glass area on each elevation is evaluated as a whole by RESFEN. This 
necessitated the assumption that all windows were of a single type. The predominant 
window type found in Las Vegas production house construction is the single slider and 
was the type selected for the RESFEN evaluation. It should be noted that, while 
negligible in comparison with the single slider, the glass areas represented in appendix V 
include all types of occurring glass including that found in fixed windows, sliding glass 
doors and french doors.
RESFEN also required a window size to floor area ratio per elevation, based on a 
representative model dictated by the software package. For six o f the twenty eight
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models, the maximum ratio of 12% (glass area on one elevation to a given floor area) was 
exceeded, therefore, precluding accurate results for any o f the one story models in the two 
largest square footage ranges.
RESFEN was used to evaluate all o f the houses, in all of the possible 
combinations of orientation and glazing type. The results produced by the program were 
then summarized and savings calculated the same as they were for the July-only solar 
gain calculations. See appendix VI for the summary of annual results.
The data produced in the July-only calculation is more reliable than the annual 
data determined by RESFEN. The summer evaluation is based on climatic data specific 
to Las Vegas with exact glass square footages. RESFEN will be utilizing climatic data 
for Phoenix, Arizona as well as a window size to floor area ratio based on a 
"representative model” which does not necessarily reflect the models examined in this 
study. For these reasons the results produced in the annual analysis should be taken more 
as trends in glazing performance rather than as exact energy costs for Las Vegas product 
housing.
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CHAPTER 4 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
These summary tables clearly indicate that through changing both the orientation 
and glazing type of the product house, the amount of solar gain through glazing can be 
cut in half for most models. This was determined by comparing the orientation with the 
largest solar gain and clear glass to the orientation with the least amount of solar gain and 
either low-e or tinted glass.
General Findings
Beginning with the data collected from the sales brochures, several basic 
observations were made on builders’ response to environmental issues. A majority of the 
sales brochures, 80%, contained some sort of mention of the energy efficiency of their 
homes. This usually came in the form of a list of features contained in their houses, either 
standard or upgrade options. A note should also be made that not all o f the items listed in 
the brochures necessarily indicated an actual “energy efficient” feature in the author’s 
opinion. Based on the shear number of brochures attempting to address energy usage it 
seems to clearly indicate that energy efficiency is assumed by marketers to play a part in 
the consumer’s house buying decision.
23
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Figure 4 Average Models Based on Glass Area Distribution
Profile of Average Models
From examining the data collected on windows, one can construe the following 
typical or average model home:
- in nearly all cases, 92.3%, the rear of the house contained a larger amount of 
glazing than any other elevation.
- about half of the one story houses, 53.3% had more glazing on the front of the 
house than on either of the sides while a considerably larger number of the two story 
houses, 76.9% had more glazing on the front than on either o f  the sides.
This is the first clear indication that differences exist in glazing pattems between 
one and two story product homes. The treatment and orientation of the glazing on the 
front elevation of a two story is of a higher concern that than o f a single story model, 
treatments.
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The glass percentage data from appendix VII can be summarized further to 
produce an average one story and two story model in terms of glass distribution, see 
figure 4. From this breakdown another important difference can be seen between the 
models. Single story houses have lower percentages of glass on the front and rear 
elevations. They average a total o f 58.2% of their glass area on these two sides while the 
two story models average 67.6%. This means that the one story houses have their glass 
area more equally distributed on ail sides. This will tend to indicate lower orientation 
savings, but will show minimal influence on savings due to glazing type.
The ratio of glass area to floor area becomes another point of comparison for the 
different house types. While the average ratios for each are essentially the sam e,. 16 and 
. 17, the range of ratios differs greatly. The range for the single story models, .13-. 19, is 
much smaller than that for the two story houses, .12-.26. This indicates that there is a 
greater variety in design with respect to the latter models. The average model show in 
figure 4, will apply less directly to more models than will the one defined for the single 
story models.
The presence o f off direction glazing, or glass areas at a 45° angle to the primary 
elevations is another point o f design comparison. Of the one story models examined, 
nine out of the fifteen or 60% did have at least some glass located on these types of walls, 
while 69% of the two story models also had glazing in similar locations. Even though 
this was more instances than with the single level houses, only 5.8% of the total house 
glazing, on average, was located in these areas. While for the one story models this 
average was 12.0%. This finding addresses another design difference between the two
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types of models, but it is not seen as a factor that will have any significant bearing on the 
solar gain calculations or resulting evaluation.
Summary of Findings: Summer Only
In general as the square footage of the model increases so does the energy savings 
regardless of method of solar gain control. The only exception to this is with ranges B 
and C of the two story models. This appears to be due to a disproportionately large 
orientation savings in size range C. Referencing appendix VII for the glass area 
percentage per orientation, range C has the largest distribution of glass on the rear 
elevation. While this is true of a majority of the other sizes ranges also, range C has the 
highest percentage of rear glazing of all the categories, which would bias it towards a 
higher orientation savings. Size range B exhibits lower savings because its overall glass 
square footage is less than any other range and invariably has the lowest glass to floor 
area ratio of any o f the ranges.
In all size ranges except two of the two story ranges, tinted glazing provided the 
largest energy savings. In the smallest size range o f houses, range A - single story, the 
energy savings o f tinted glazing was over seven times that o f orientation. As the size of 
the models increased, generally the savings gap narrows tremendously. The two ranges 
which exhibit a higher orientation savings than tinted glazing are again ranges B and C, 
whose glazing area and distribution prejudice them towards lower glazing type savings.
The savings comparison between low-e glazing and orientation is more complex. 
Considering first the single story models by themselves, the smallest ranges, A and B, 
exhibit higher savings from low-e glazing. In range A the savings of low-e is over four
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Figure 6 Solar Gain Savings by Size Range for Two Story Models - Summer Only
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times that of reorientation of the house. For range B the difference narrows to less than 
twice the orientation savings and finally with range C the orientation savings are greater. 
In range D the savings difference just becomes increasingly larger. This shows that while 
an increase in glass area increases the savings with low-e glazing, the same is true for the 
orientation but that orientation savings increase at a higher rate.
Returning to the two story models, range A begins with a larger orientation 
savings than low-e. As with the single level houses the savings difference increases with 
the square footage. Again range C shows a much greater orientation savings than the data 
trend would suggest and exceeds the orientation savings of range D.
Summary of Findings: Annual
As with the summer calculations, in general as the floor area of the model 
increases so does the energy savings. Again size ranges B and C of the two story models 
are out of alignment with respect to orientation savings.
While in the summer evaluation tinted glazing was found to be the predominantly 
more efficient glazing option regardless of size range or number o f levels, the annual 
results show a much different picture. For the three single story size ranges that were 
within the glass area to floor area ratio o f RESFEN, low-e glazing was more beneficial 
than rotated orientation or tinted glazing. The tinted glazing was still provided more 
savings for the smaller two size ranges than changing the direction of the model, but the 
savings difference decreased while square footage increased.
In considering the two story models, orientation savings surpasses that of low-e or 
tinted glazing in all cases other than range D. Looking back to the distribution of glazing
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on the models included in this range, it should be noted that this range had the lowest 
percentage of front or rear glazing of any o f the size ranges. The average glazing area for 
the right elevation is also the highest of any of the ranges. In other words the window 
areas on the models of this size range are more equally distributed on all sides of the 
house; therefore the relocation of the glazing would have a minimized effect since the 
savings is interpreted as the difference between highest and lowest savings of the 
different orientations.
Upon evaluating the energy efficiency of tinted glazing on a full year basis, it can 
clearly be seen that the positive results during the summer months are overwhelmingly 
offset by its inefficiency during the winter months. In all cases the low-e glazing out 
performed the tinted in the twelve month evaluation.
Testing the Hypothesis
Finally, this data has shown the hypothesis correct in only certain size ranges and 
with certain glazing products. There is no clear cut solution for all types of production 
housing. Low-e glazing has been found to be the most effective method of reducing solar 
gain in the smaller one story product homes on a full year analysis. The orientation 
becomes the most effective means of controlling solar gain for the two story models. In 
effect the trend that can be seen in both the one and two story models, is that as the 
amoimt of glass area in a model increases, the savings gained from changing the 
orientation of the model also increase and at a higher rate than the increase due to low-e 
glazing.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
While this study clearly shows that reorienting the existing product home model 
and providing some sort of glazing treatment is the most beneficial, the goal was to 
compare the two options and to see which provided the most benefit during cooling 
dominated season of summer. The annual evaluation was performed to ensure that any 
design recommendations would be valid on a full year basis.
Summary of Findings
The results of this study clearly show the importance of evaluating window 
performance on a full year basis, not just a single season no matter what the climate.
For certain size ranges, the smaller one story designs, the benefits of reorienting 
the model are less significant than the benefits of adding a low-e coating to glazing. 
However, when dealing with all o f the two story designs and the larger one story designs, 
reorientation of the model clearly offers a larger benefit than low-e coating. For a 
majority of the models and orientations, tinted glass reduced the solar gain more than 
reorienting the model or adding a low-e coating, but only for the summer months. On a 
full year evaluation, low-e glazing was shown to be more beneficial than tinted on all size 
ranges.
31
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Based on the average glass distributions developed it would seem that an 
orientation of north or south would prove to be the most efficient in reducing solar gain. 
North facing glass has the lowest amount of solar gain and therefore the lowest cooling 
energy amounts. The average glass distributions showed that in a majority of cases the 
rear elevation had the largest amount of glass area which would result in south being the 
favored orientation for the summer months. The front elevation was the second most 
likely to contain the largest amoimt of glass area and for these models a north orientation 
is most beneficial. When the whole year is taken into account, the most advantageous 
orientation is either north or south depending on the model. The one exception to this is 
the smallest size range of one story houses, whose results suggest either a west or south 
facing model. This one inconsistency is statistically insignificant and can be attributed to 
the fact that this size range has a glazing distribution of front -17%, right - 25%, rear - 
36% and left - 24%. The models in this range have a much larger side elevation 
distribution which is significantly larger than the amount of glazing found on the front.
Design Guidelines
From the results produced from this study a series of design guidelines can be 
suggested for production housing in Las Vegas, Nevada. Naturally the optimum solution 
would be to redesign the existing models to have them address solar gain through a 
variety of methods including modifications to the following: quantity of glazing, 
orientation of the glazing, type of glazing and the design of shading devices. In limiting 
this study to deal only with the existing average product homes, the design suggestions 
must be limited to those dealing only with orientation of the model and types of glazing.
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In a market like that of production housing, profit is clearly a deciding factor in 
what sort and arrangement of houses are produced. The redesign of a development into a 
configuration of houses where all have optimum orientations could result in a reduced 
number of building lots. This coupled with the fact that this type of solution requires 
incorporation from the onset o f the beginning stages o f the project makes it the least 
attractive option to developers.
Since the findings of this investigation show a modified glazing type to provide 
more of an energy savings than orientation anyway on the smaller one story models, this 
is the more feasible design solution for “entry level” housing developments. The change 
could be incorporated immediately into subdivisions already under construction where 
any of the orientation solutions could take years to implement.
It is fortimate that the ranges that exhibit the highest orientation savings are the 
larger floor plans with the largest amount of glass area. These are also in the highest 
price ranges where minor price increases to incorporate solar sensitive design will be less 
noticeable. For example if a development plan utilizing predominately north and south 
facing houses results in a decreased number of building lots, this cost when divided 
among the remaining new houses will increase the price by only a fractional percent.
A further consideration could include combining the efficiency features of smaller 
one story models and larger two story models. With cul-de-sac designed layouts an 
essential part of community organization, perhaps houses in the small one story ranges 
could be placed on the less desirably oriented lots. If the streets are located in an east-to- 
west fashion resulting in north and south facing building lots, the houses on the cul-de-
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sac lots would have varied orientations. This of course does not take into account the 
marketability of models such as those on premium cul-de-sac lots.
With the introduction of newer, more advanced superwindows, the difference 
between orientation and glazing savings will continue grow to the point where glazing 
savings may be larger than orientation on all models. These superwindows combine the 
glazing improvements mentioned previously in this text to produce window assemblies 
with U-factors at least as low as 0.15.
Recommendations for Further Study
Tliis study was developed as a starting point for the evaluation of production 
housing in a cooling dominated climate. There are many further, more detailed 
evaluations, that could be done on simply the data included with this study. The 
following are several possible investigations dealing with production housing.
It should be noted that this study has examined only a small part of what 
determines if a house is energy efficient. Glazing is a small percentage of the entire 
building envelope. In addition only two of the numerous types of glazing products have 
been examined. Heat gains and losses through windows also depends greatly on the 
window frame and overall construction as well as the glazing type. This study has based 
all calculations on glass alone. The difference in framing materials and seals will also 
have a large impact on the window’s overall efficiency. Interior and exterior shading 
devices can also reduce the amount of solar gain when used in conjunction with one of 
these glazing types or independently. Future studies could expand the glazing analysis
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provided within this study and begin to address other areas of the building envelope and 
add them to the energy evaluations.
Through the energy efficiency discrepancies with several size ranges of the two 
story models, it can be seen that there is a large variety o f glazing design in product 
housing. Further investigation into these differences could provide more accurate 
presentations o f the various average models. Whether this could be accomplished simply 
by increasing the number of samples in each size range or if  breakdowns in addition to 
size need to be developed would be the subject of more research. This in turn could lead 
to more accurate energy efficiency evaluations.
This study assumed that in changing the glazing type, all glass areas on the house 
were of one type only. Other studies have shown (Sullivan and others 1996, 220) that 
combinations o f different glazing types on different orientations can actually increase the 
overall energy efficiency of the structure. This particular study found that the 
conventional low-e windows (the same type considered in this study), provided more 
energy savings than superwindows on several of the orientations. An Environmental 
Showcase Home built in Phoenix, Arizona, was designed as a model for other desert 
environment houses (Cook 1993, 55). The optimum fenestration solution developed for 
this house included a combination of superwindows on the south elevation and a low-e 
green glass window on the east and west elevations. A similar type of study based in 
southern Nevada could be used to develop additional design guidelines for Las Vegas 
product housing.
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RESFEN, the software package utilized for the full year evaluation, is currently 
being expanded to include forty-five geographic locations (Building Technologies 
Program 1995 Annual Report 1996, 11). One of these locations will be Las Vegas. 
Nevada. It would increase the significance of the data presented to repeat the annual 
calculations with this newer version of the software when it becomes available.
As with most studies, further investigation could be done to attach actual dollar 
values to the energy savings and building upgrades required. Such an evaluation will put 
the information into terms with which the developer and homebuyer can readily relate. 
Lifecycle costs, as well as, the number o f years required imtil complete payback on the 
initial investment could be determined.
The possible studies of residential energy efficiency are nearly countless in 
number. The data provided in this study should at least provide a foundation for future 
study of product housing in a desert environment.
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APPENDIX I
SUMMARY OF MODELS
DEVELOPER MODEL NAME SQFT PRICE BEDS BATHS GARAGE LVLS
Stanpark Homes Summer Springs Cove 951 $99,450 2 2 2 1
LBM Development Copperhead Cherokee 1005 $96,950 2 2 2 1
Pacific Homes Pacific Trace plan I 1036 $107,400 2 2 2 1
Signature Hummingbird 1126 $105,950 2 2 2 1
Concordia Homes Pavilion Pointe plan 1 1147 $104,990 2 2 2 1
Durable Homes Sequoia plan 1 1149 $107,990 3 2 2 1
Pardee Hermosa plan I 1149 $110,952 3 2 2 1
KauBnan and Broad Heather 1150 $113,990 3 2 2 1
Coleman Homes Sierra Ridge plan 1 1150 $117,990 3 2 2 1
Coleman Homes Sierra Ridge plan 2 1150 $117,990 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Northshore Premiere Sierra 1160 $105,490 2 2 2 1
Lewis Homes Botticelli 1170 $104,900 3 2 2 1
Signature Sanderling 1177 $113,950 2 2 2 1
Nigro Savoia 1181 $110,990 3 2 2 1
Avante Homes Quartz 1183 $115,990 3 2 2 1
LBM Development Copperhead Cottonwood 1200 $108,950 4 2 2 I
Amstar Homes Cinnamon Ridge plan 2000 1209 $101,950 2 2 2 1
Westmark Homes Rose Hill Antigua 1220 $108,750 3 2 2 1
Taylor Woodrow Canterbury Green Surrey 1225 $109,900 3 2 2 1
Pacific Homes Pacific Trace plan 2 1234 $117,400 3 2 2 1
Pageantry Plan 1 1246 $114,990 3 2 2 1
Stanpark Homes Summer Springs Oasis 1247 $103,450 3 2 2 1
Durable Homes Sequoia plan 2 1248 $115,990 3 2 2 1
Castle Ridge Pointe 1265 $115,990 3 2 3 1
Glenview Windgate Spring Breeze 1276 $112,950 3 2 2 1
Lewis Homes Da Vinci 1278 $109,900 3 2 2
Avante Homes Sandstone 1281 $118,990 3 2 2 1
Coleman Homes Sierra Ridge plan 3 1290 $124,990 3 2 2 1
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 1 1293 $117,990 3 2 2 1
Westmark Homes Windsong Summer Breeze 1296 $102,950 2 2 2 1
Kaufman and Broad Laurel 1300 $122,990 3 2 2 1
Taylor Woodrow Canterbury Green Sussex 1300 $114,900 3 2 2 1
Kaufman and Broad The Ridge 1326 $123,990 3 2 2 1
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DEVELOPER MODEL NAME SQFT PRICE BEDS BATHS GARAGE LVLS
Spinnaker Homes Northshores Morning Flower 1330 $119,950 3 2 3 1
Spinnaker Homes Tuscany Village Capri 1345 $114,500 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Northshore Premiere Sonora 1349 $110,990 3 2 2 1
Centennial Homes Black Diamond Bay plan 1 1370 $109,900 2 2 2 1
Nigro Associates Stags Leap plan 1 1376 $119,990 3 2 2 1
American West Saddleback plan Ix 1377 $115,000 2 2 2 1
Spinnaker Homes Tuscany Village Monaco 1380 $115,500 3 2 2 1
Silver River Homes Sacramento 1380 $106,900 3 2 2 1
Pacific Homes Monterrey Este Rio 1406 $126,990 3 2 2 1
Westmark Homes Windsong Seawind 1419 $107,950 2 2 2 1
Castle Ridge Mesa 1420 $121,990 3 2 3 1
Woodside Homes Highline plan Ix 1425 $125,990 3 2 2 1
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan Ix 1425 $121,990 3 2 2 1
Amstar Homes Ciimamon Ridge plan 3000 1436 $111,450 3 2 2 1
Beazer Canyon 1437 $126,990 3 2 2 1
Coleman Homes Crystal Springs 111 1440 $148,990 3 2 2 1
Westmark Homes Rose Hill Cariba 1442 $118,750 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Northshore Premiere Mesquite 1442 $116,990 3 2 2 1
Avante Homes Agate 1454 $121,990 3 2 2 1
Pageantry Plan 2 1458 $122,990 3 2 2 1
Lewis Homes Michelangelo 1468 $115,900 4 2 2 1
Spinnaker Homes Northshores Rising Sun 1475 $124,950 3 2 3 1
Silver River Homes Colorado 1485 $110,900 2 2 2 1
Filios Construction Scotts Bluff plan 100 1485 $117,500 3 2 2 1
Pinehurst Bay Hill 1508 $161,990 2 2 2 1
Amstar Homes Cirmamon Ridge plan 5000 1511 $116,450 4 2 2 1
Durable Homes Sequoia plan 3 1523 $125,990 3 2 2 I
Falcon Homes Polo 1530 $119,400 3 2 2 1
Falcon Homes Tara Sandfield 1530 $123,900 3 2 2 1
Greystone Homes Too Cool 1539 $109,990 3 2 2 1
Lewis Homes Park Vistas 1542 $132,250 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Merton 1545 $137,990 3 2 3 1
Pulte Homes Northshore Reflections Merion 1545 $139,990 3 2 3 1
Beazer Mt. Charleston 1549 $128,990 3 2 2 1
US Home Bel Air 1563 $130,950 3 2 2 1
Lewis Homes Italia 1577 $124,900 2 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Tamarisk Berkshire 1588 $141,990 3 2 2 1
Pacific Homes Monterrey Este Baja 1611 $138,990 3 2 2 1
K. Young Homes Astor 1614 $142,990 3 2 3 1
American West Summit plan 1 1620 $129,950 3 2 2 1
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 1 1620 $131,990 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Lexington 1630 $136,990 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Northshore Reflections 1630 $134,990 3 2 2 1
LBM Development Copperhead Sandstone 1632 $103,950 3 2 2 1
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Falcon Homes Guess 1648 $125,400 2 2 2 1
Falcon Homes Tara Oakhill 1648 $130,900 2 2 2 1
Westmark Homes Windsong Tradewinds 1651 $113,950 2 2 2 1
Kaufman and Broad West Hills Vintage 1652 $136,990 3 2 2 1
Beazer Mt. Ranier 1658 $137,990 3 2 3 1
Pinehurst Castle Pines 1667 $162,990 2 2 2 1
Woodside Homes Highline plan 2 1670 $133,990 3 2 2 1
Westmark Homes Rose Hill Granada 1678 $127,500 4 2 2 1
Richmond American Patriot 1680 $144,990 4 2 2 1
Taylor Woodrow Montaire Inverness 1685 $172,900 2 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Angel Park Ranch La Playa 1690 $143,990 3 2 2 1
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 2 1695 $128,990 3 2 2 1
American West Classics plan 1 1700 $141,950 3 2 2 1
Coleman Homes Crystal Springs 110 1700 $157,990 3 2 2 1
Coleman Homes Ciystal Springs 112 1700 $157,990 3 2 3 1
Coleman Homes Sunset Crest plan 132 1700 $159,990 3 2 3 1
Pinehurst Augusta 1700 $164,990 2 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Northshore Reflections 1700 $144,990 3 2 2.75 1
Pulte Homes Oakmont 1700 $141,990 3 2 2.75 1
Spinnaker Homes Northshores New Dawn 1722 $133,950 3 2.5 3 1
Spinnaker Homes Northshores Desert Sand 1747 $134,950 4 2 2 1
US Home Glendale 1748 $141,950 3 2 2 1
Taylor Woodrow Cambridge Crossing 1750 $141,900 3 2 2 1
Woodside Homes Highline plan 2x 1751 $137,990 4 2 2 1
Beazer Mariana 1757 $145,990 3 2 3 I
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan Ix 1757 $137,990 3 2 3 1
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 2x 1774 $132,990 4 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Tamarisk Imperial 1801 $148,990 3 2 2 1
Lewis Home Parkside 1806 $149,900 3 2 2 1
Westmark Homes Windsong Westwind 1811 $119,950 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Northshore Reflections 1812 $149,990 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Remington 1812 $149,990 3 2 2 1
Centennial Homes Black Diamond Bay plan 2 1820 $124,900 3 2 2 1
Pulte Homes Birkdale 1832 $148,990 4 2 2.75 1
Pulte Homes Northshore Reflections 1832 $150,990 4 2 3 1
Castle Ridge Crest 1839 $137,990 3 2 3 1
Richmond American Spirit 1859 $157,990 4 2 2 1
Falcon Homes Armani 1869 $135,400 3 2.5 2 1
Falcon Homes Tara Blackheath 1869 $137,900 3 2.5 2 1
Bailey and McGah Pioneer Estates plan 1872 1872 $139,950 4 2 2 1
Bailey and McGah Pioneer Estates plan 1874 1874 $146,950 3 2 2 1
Bailey and McGah West Mesa Estates plan 1874 1874 $159,950 3 2 3 1
Woodside Homes Highline plan 5 1878 $144,990 3 2 2 1
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan lx-4 1926 $142,990 4 2 2 1
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Lewis Homes Madeira 1949 $138,500 4 2 3 1
Beazer Elegre 1968 $156,990 4 2 3 1
Centennial Homes Black Diamond Bay plan 3 1980 $136,900 3 2 3 1
Coleman Homes Crystal Springs 113 1980 $173,990 3 2.5 3 1
Pulte Homes Cancun 1985 $172,990 4 2 2.5 1
Beazer Mt. Olympus 1989 $147,990 4 2 2 1
US Home Newport 1991 $147,950 3 2 2 1
Richmond American Sandia 2014 $179,950 3 2 3 1
K. Young Homes Bentley 2015 $160,990 4 2 3 1
Falcon Homes Hathaway 2051 $139,400 4 2 2.5 1
Falcon Homes Tara Roundwood 2051 $139,900 4 2 2 1
Westmark Homes Northridge Estates Mikasa 2100 $145,616 2 2 2.5 1
Castle Ridge Bluff 2100 $147,990 4 2 3 1
Westmark Mikasa 2100 $162,950 2 2 2.5 1
Pulte Homes Angel Park Ranch Baja 2139 $163,990 4 2 2.5 I
Pulte Homes Baja 2139 $179,990 4 2 2.5 1
Pulte Homes Highpointe Alpine 2139 $212,990 4 2 3 1
Richmond American Glory 2145 $177,990 3 3 3 1
American West Classics plan 2 2160 $155,950 4 2 2 1
American West Legacy plan 1 2170 $226,950 3 2 2 1
Coleman Homes Cantabria plan 1 2180 $194,900 3 2 3 1
Centennial Homes Black Diamond Bay 2240 $139,900 4 2 2 1
Pacific Homes Pacific Images Radiance 2245 $194,990 3 3 3 1
Pacific Homes Pacific Mirada Radiance 2245 $193,990 4 3 3 1
Falcon Homes Chanel 2258 $149,900 2 3 2 1
Falcon Homes Tara Ashford Castle 2258 $150,900 2 3 2 1
Pulte Homes Angel Park Ranch La Paz 2260 $170,990 4 2.5 2 1
Pulte Homes Highpointe Crestline 2324 $226,990 3 3 3 1
Christopher Homes Paradise 2358 $237,500 3 2.5 2 1
Pulte Homes San Lucas 2392 $191,990 4 2 3 1
Falcon Homes Tara Abbeyglen Castle 2405 $156,900 4 3 2 1
Falcon Homes Victoria's Secret 2405 $161,400 4 3 2 1
Beazer Manor 2458 $204,990 4 2.5 3 1
Pulte Homes Cozumel 2468 $202,990 4 3 3 1
Pulte Homes Highpointe Ridgeview 2468 $236,990 4 3 3 1
Falcon Homes Claiborne 2534 $165,400 4 3 2 1
Falcon Homes Tara Blarney Castle 2534 $164,900 4 3 2 1
Coleman Homes Cantabria plan 2 2540 $219,990 4 3 3 1
Desert Oak Homes Barcelona 2569 $235,000 3 2.75 3 1
Falcon Homes Tara Estates Caldwell Castle 2754 $180,900 5 3 2 1
Pulte Homes Ensenada 2902 $212,990 4 2.5 3 1
Pulte Homes Highpointe Skyview 2902 $251,990 4 2.5 3 I
Falcon Homes Tara Estates Stormont Castle 2958 $188,900 4 3.5 2 1
Pulte Homes Highpointe Summit 3050 $261,990 4 3.5 3 1
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Falcon Homes Tara Estates Waterford Castle 3068 $198,400 5 3.5 3 1
Christopher Homes Country Club Hills Augusta 3127 $384,000 3 2.5 3 1
SQ. FT. MEDIAN 1668.5
SQ. FT AVERAGE 1730.70
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Coleman Homes Sierra Ridge plan 4 1300 $130,990 3 2.5 3 2
LBM Development Copperhead Mojave 1332 $121,950 4 2.5 2 2
Astoria Homes Milan Pina 1353 $112,950 2 2 2 2
Signature Heron 1408 $114,950 2 2.5 2 2
Amstar Homes Cinnamon Ridge plan 4000 1437 $114,450 3 2.5 2 2
Stanpark Homes Summer Springs Brookshire 1442 $116,450 3 2.5 2 2
Concordia Homes Pavilion Pointe plan 2 1458 $124,990 3 2.5 2 2
Concordia Homes Pavilion Pointe plan 3 1458 $132,990 3 2.5 2 2
Taylor Woodrow Canterbury Green Somerset 1475 $121,900 3 2.5 2 2
Pardee Hermosa plan 2 1495 $122,950 3 2.5 2 2
Nigro Monaco 1519 $121,990 3 2.5 2 2
American West Country plan 2 1543 $121,950 3 2.5 2 2
Signature Pelican 1551 $120,950 3 3 2 2
Signature Homes Sky Canyon Sunflower 1570 $120,450 3 2.5 2 2
A vante Homes Crystal 1576 $136,990 3 2.5 2 2
Lewis Homes Meadow View 1589 $132,000 3 2.5 2 2
Concordia Homes Pavilion Pointe plan 4 1595 $134,500 4 2.5 2 2
American West Country plan 1 1606 $119,950 2 2 2 2
Kaufman and Broad Vista 1606 $131,990 4 2.5 2 2
Kaufman and Broad The Crest 1610 $133,490 4 2.5 2 2
Stanpark Homes Summer Springs Grandsprings 1611 $118,450 4 2.5 2 2
Pacific Homes Pacific Trace plan 3 1620 $130,900 3 2.5 2 2
Signature Sandpiper 1649 $127,950 3 2.5 2 2
Amstar Homes Cinnamon Ridge plan 6000 1655 $126,450 3 2.5 2 2
Beazer Plateau 1659 $135,990 3 2.5 2 2
Signature Homes Sky Canyon Hawthorn 1660 $118,950 3 2.5 2 2
Nigro Portofino 1661 $129,740 3 2.5 2 2
Woodside Homes Highline plan 4x 1670 $133,990 4 3 3 2
American West Country plan 3 1673 $127,950 3 2.5 2 2
Pardee Hermosa plan 3 1678 $130,950 4 2.5 2 2
Durable Homes Sequoia plan 4 1679 $131,490 4 2.5 2 2
Coleman Homes Sierra Ridge plan 5 1680 $142,990 4 2.5 2 2
Coleman Homes Sierra Ridge plan 6 1680 $143,990 3 2.5 2 2
Coleman Homes Sierra Ridge plan 7 1680 $145,990 4 3 3 2
Spinnaker Homes Tuscany Village Sienna 1690 $128,950 3 2.5 2 2
Glenview Windgate Mountain Breeze 1691 $127,950 3 2.5 2 2
US Home Ventura 1696 $142,950 3 2 3 2
Nigro Associates Stags Leap plan 2 1699 $130,490 3 2.5 2 2
Greystone Homes Way Cool 1712 $117,990 4 3 2 2
Signature Swan 1723 $124,950 3 2.5 2 2
Woodside Homes Highline plan 3 1741 $140,990 3 2.5 2 2
Pageantry Plan 3 1744 $132,990 3 2.5 3 2
Taylor Woodrow Canterbury Green Sheffield 1745 $132,900 4 3 2 2
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DEVELOPER MODEL NAME SQFT PRICE BEDS BATHS GARAGE LVLS
Castle Ridge Peak 1749 $127,990 4 3 3 2
Pulte Homes Northshore Premiere Joshua 1750 $130,990 3 2.5 2 2
Castle Ridge Terrace 1752 $130,990 4 2 3 3
Beazer The Summit 1771 $135,990 3 2.5 2 2
Pacific Homes Pacific Trace plan 4 1778 $137,900 4 2.5 2 2
American West Saddleback plan 2 1781 $131,550 3 2.5 2 2
Avante Homes Granite 1800 $136,990 3 2.5 2 2
Kaufman and Broad The Terrace 1800 $140,990 4 3 2 2
Filios Construction Scotts Bluff plan 200 1804 $137,500 3 3 2 2
Glenview Windgate Mountain Breeze x 1833 $130,950 3 2.5 2 2
Stanpark Homes Summer Springs Waterford 1842 $123,450 4 2.5 2 2
Taylor Woodrow Montaire Windsor 1850 $182,900 2 2.5 2 2
Astoria Homes Milan Crema 1857 $131,950 3 2.5 2 2
Glenview Windgate Autumn Breeze 1865 $136,950 4 2.5 2 2
Signature Homes Sky Canyon Orchid 1868 $127,950 3 3 2 2
Amstar Homes Cinnamon Ridge plan 7000 1870 $128,450 3 2.5 2 2
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 3 1872 $139,990 3 2.5 3 2
Spinnaker Homes Tuscany Village Toscano 1877 $135,950 4 2.5 2 2
Nigro Tivoli 1882 $142,990 3 2.5 2 2
Kaufman and Broad West Hills Royale 1883 $145,990 4 2.5 2 2
Beazer Zenith plan 4 1892 $143,990 4 2.5 2 2
Silver River Homes Yukon 1901 $126,900 3 2.5 2 2
Spinnaker Homes Northshores Sun Dance 1902 $141,950 4 2.5 3 2
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 5 1908 $138,990 3 2.5 2 2
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 4 1918 $140,990 3 2.5 2 2
Pageantry Plan 4 1923 $142,990 4 2.5 3 2
Lewis Homes Mountain Path 1924 $141,500 4 3 2 2
American West Saddleback plan 3 1925 $137,850 3 2.5 2 2
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 3x 1925 $144,990 4 2.5 3 2
Westmark Homes Windsong Santana 1945 $121,950 3 2.5 2 2
Greystone Homes Coolest Ever 1954 $124,990 4 3 2 2
Woodside Homes Highline plan 3x 1955 $147,990 4 2.5 3 2
Nigro Associates Stags Leap plan 3 1975 $141,990 4 2.5 2 2
Glenview Windgate Meadow Breeze 1978 $135,950 3 2.5 3 2
Coleman Homes Sunset Crest plan 133 1980 $178,990 3 2.5 2 2
Pulte Homes Northshore Premiere Saguaro 1990 $133,990 4 2.5 2 2
Pacific Homes Monterrey Este Laredo 1991 $154,990 4 3 2 2
Castle Ridge Plateau I 2040 $147,990 4 3 3 2
Amstar Homes Cinnamon Ridge plan 8000 2041 $132,450 4 3 2 2
Beazer Zenith plan 4z 2042 $145,990 4 2.5 2 2
Woodside Homes Highline plan 4 2043 $147,990 3 2.5 2 2
Avante Homes Limestone 2044 $148,990 3 2.5 3 2
Stanpark Homes Summer Springs Waterford x 2058 $127,000 5 2.5 2 2
Pacific Homes Monterrey Este Durango plus 2060 $163,490 4 3 3 2
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Pageantry Gardens 2066 $147,990 3 2.5 2 2
Signature Homes Sky Canyon Acacia 2082 $135,950 4 2.5 2 2
Kaufman and Broad West Hills Classic 2090 $163,990 4 2.5 3 2
Kaufman and Broad West Hills Manor 2100 $158,990 5 3 2 2
Lewis Homes Redrock Vistas 2104 $148,500 3 2.5 2 2
Bailey and McGah Pioneer Estates plan 2116 2116 $153,950 4 3 2 2
Bailey and McGah West Mesa Estates plan 2116 2116 $171,950 4 3 3 2
Pulte Homes Windsor 2125 $154,990 4 2.5 2 2
Pulte Homes Northshore Reflections 2125 $155,990 4 2.5 2 2
Pulte Homes Tamarisk Windsor 2125 $156,990 4 2.5 2 2
Westmark Homes Windsong Zephyr 2141 $127,950 3 2.5 2 2
US Home Pebble Beach 2151 $153,950 4 2.75 2 2
American West Summit plan 2 2159 $146,950 4 2.5 3 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 2 2161 $149,990 4 2.5 2 2
Lewis Home Meadowbrook 2161 $166,500 4 3 2 2
Spinnaker Homes Northshores Painted Cloud 2162 $147,950 4 2.5 3 2
Taylor Woodrow Montaire Meadowbrook 2175 $209,900 3 2.5 2 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 4 2177 $155,990 4 2.5 3 2
Beazer Mt. Mckinley 2179 $153,990 4 2.5 3 2
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 4x 2198 $152,990 4 3 2
Westmark Homes Rose Hill Hermosa 2200 $152,500 3 3 2.5 2
Taylor Woodrow Cambridge Crossing 2200 $156,900 4 2.5 2 2
Coleman Homes Crystal Springs 114 2200 $179,990 4 2.5 3 2
Coleman Homes Sunset Crest plan 134 2200 $185,990 4 2.5 3 2
Pageantry Portraits 2207 $156,990 4 3 3 2
Astoria Homes Milan Reserva 2211 $144,950 3 2.5 2 2
Woodside Homes Ridge Pointe plan 6 2238 $157,990 5 3 2 2
Castle Ridge Plateau II 2240 $155,990 5 3 3 2
K. Young Homes Crown 2245 $170,990 4 3 3 2
Filios Construction Scotts Bluff plan 300 2260 $149,900 5 3 2 2
Pulte Homes Yorktown 2261 $165,990 3 3 2 2
Lewis Homes Emperor 2272 $149,900 5 3 3 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 2x 2275 $157,990 4 2.5 3 2
Pacific Homes Monterrey Este Laredo plus 2277 $167,490 5 3 3 2
Astoria Homes Milan Crema Magnifico 2283 $143,950 3 2.5 2 2
Astoria Homes Milan Clasico 2291 $146,950 4 2.5 2 2
Signature Homes Sky Canyon Calla Lilly 2300 $141,950 4 2.5 2 2
Lewis Home Autumn Glen 2316 $167,500 3 3 3 2
Pulte Homes Tamarisk Excelsior 2331 $167,990 3 3 2 2
Pulte Homes Northshore Reflections 2333 $160,990 4 3 2 2
Pacific Homes Monterrey Este Durango 2333 $171,490 4 3 3 2
US Home Palm Springs 2337 $159,950 2 2 2 2
Beazer Mt. Everest 2340 $159,990 4 3 3 2
Coleman Homes Crystal Springs 115 2350 $185,990 4 3 3 2
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Coleman Homes Sunset Crest plan 135 2350 $189,990 4 3 3 2
Bailey and McGah West Mesa Estates plan 2356 2356 $176,950 4 3 3 2
Taylor Woodrow Cambridge Crossing Kent 2380 $171,900 3 3 2 2
Beazer Terracina 2380 $171,990 4 2 3 2
Richmond American Taos 2404 $199,950 4 3 3 2
Spinnaker Homes Northshores Painted Cloud II 2422 $149,950 5 3 2 2
Westmark Homes Rose Hill Hermosa + 2432 $164,750 6 3 2.5 2
Woodside Homes Highline plan 6 2453 $170,990 4 3 3 2
Lewis Homes Roma 2462 $142,900 4 2.5 2 2
Coleman Homes Canyon Oaks plan 1 2481 $243,000 4 2.5 3 2
Coleman Homes Fountain Hills plan 1 2481 $245,990 4 2.5 3 2
Richmond American Liberty 2512 $186,990 4 3 3 2
Richmond American Granada 2512 $198,950 4 3 3 2
Beazer Montego 2522 $179,990 4 2.5 3 2
Signature Homes Sky Canyon Rose 2528 $161,950 4 2.75 2 2
Taylor Woodrow Montaire Gleneagles 2530 $217,100 3 3 2 2
Westmark Homes Northridge Estates Waterford 2538 $158,616 4 3 2 2
Westmark Waterford 2538 $175,950 4 3 2 2
Coleman Homes Sunset Crest plan 136 2550 $189,990 4 2.5 3 2
Coleman Homes Cantabria plan 3 2550 $219,990 4 3 3 2
Christopher Homes Intrigue 2606 $254,500 3 2.5 3 2
Pageantry Waterscape 2615 $167,990 4 3 3 2
American West Summit plan 4 2617 $167,950 5 3 3 2
American West Summit plan 3 2619 $165,950 4 2.5 3 2
K. Young Homes Diamond 2622 $189,990 5 3 3 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 3 2624 $167,990 3 2.5 3 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 6 2630 $168,990 5 3 3 2
Astoria Homes Milan Reserva Magnifico 2631 $157,950 3 2.5 2 2
Castle Ridge Summit 2643 $169,990 5 3 3 2
Richmond American Santa Fe 2650 $203,950 3 3 3 2
Schulman Homes Fairways Pebble Beach 2660 $237,990 2 2 3 2
Astoria Homes Milan Clasico Magnifico 2711 $161,950 4 2.5 2 2
Richmond American Freedom 2728 $191,990 4 3 3 2
Richmond American' Marbella 2728 $203,950 3 3 3 2
Lewis Home Greengrove 2751 $188,900 5 3 3 2
Coleman Homes Cantabria plan 4 2760 $232,990 5 3 3 2
American West Classics plan 5 2797 $175,950 4 2.5 3 2
Richmond American American 2820 $196,990 4 3.5 3 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 3x 2862 $173,990 4 2.5 3 2
Beazer Mansion 2888 $220,990 4 2.5 3 2
Christopher Homes Cathedral 2911 $269,500 3 2.5 3 2
Lewis Homes Napoli 2937 $159,900 4 3 3 2
J.M. Peters Company Taos plan 1 2943 $240,000 3 3 3 2
Coleman Homes Canyon Oaks plan 2 2945 $260,000 5 3 3 2
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Coleman Homes Fountain Hills plan 2 2945 $261,990 5 3 3 2
Pacific Homes Pacific Mirada Ambiance 2954 $220,990 5 3 3 2
Pacific Homes Pacific Images Ambiance 2954 $229,990 5 4 3 2
Lewis Home Riverbank 2965 $197,900 4 4 3 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 8 2978 $177,990 5 3 3 2
Pulte Homes Angel Park Ranch Sunset 2983 $197,990 4 2.5 3 2
American West Summit plan 4x 3003 $170,950 5 3 2 2
J.M. Peters Company Taos plan 2 3027 $257,500 3 4 3 2
American West Summit plan 5 3032 $176,950 6 3 3 2
Richmond American Sonora 3039 $210,950 3 3 3 2
Schulman Homes Fairways Legacy 3039 $259,990 3 2.5 3 2
Pacific Homes Pacific Mirada Vibrance 3102 $228,490 5 3 3 2
Pacific Homes Pacific Images Vibrance 3102 $238,490 5 4 3 2
Coleman Homes Canyon Oaks plan 3 3106 $273,000 5 3 3 2
Coleman Homes Fountain Hills plan 3 3106 $274,990 5 3 3 2
Westmark Homes Northridge Estates Steuben 3188 $178,616 4 3 2 2
Westmark Steuben 3188 $195,950 5 3 3 2
Desert Oak Homes Vienna 3192 $247,000 5 3.5 3 2
American West Legacy plan 2 3217 $257,950 5 3 3 2
American West Classics plan 3 3240 $191,950 5 3 3 2
J.M. Peters Company Taos plan 3 3259 $282,500 3 4 3 2
Schulman Homes Fairways Torrey Pines 3273 $264,990 3 2.5 3 2
Beazer Estate 3340 $241,990 5 3 3 2
J.M. Peters Company Taos plan 4 3342 $265,000 4 4 3 2
Desert Oak Homes Martinique 3409 $260,000 4 3.5 3 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 9 3472 $197,990 5 3.5 3 2
American West Classics plan 4 3544 $197,950 5 3 3 2
American West Legacy plan 5 3545 $265,950 4 2.5 3 2
Pacific Homes Pacific Mirada Elegance 3557 $249,990 6 3.5 3 2
Pacific Homes Pacific Images Elegance 3557 $252,490 6 4.5 3 2
Coleman Homes Canyon Oaks plan 4 3557 $283,000 5 3 3 2
Coleman Homes Fountain Hills plan 4 3557 $289,990 5 3 3 2
American West Legacy plan 3 3572 $266,950 4 3 3 2
Woodside Homes Cimmarron Estates plan 9x 3594 $207,990 6 4.5 3 2
Schulman Homes Fairways Classic 3649 $274,990 4 3 3 2
Christopher Homes Country Club Hiiis Bel Air 3654 $438,000 4 3.5 3 2
American West Legacy plan 4 3752 $273,950 5 3 3 2
Desert Oak Homes Versailles 3959 $279,000 5 4 3 2
Desert Oak Homes Alexandria 4272 $285,000 5 4.5 3 2
Christopher Homes Country Club Hills Canterbury 4357 $471,000 4 4.5 3 2
Desert Oak Homes Geneva 4611 $293,000 7 4.5 3 2
Christopher Homes Country Club Hills Vintage 4655 $499,000 4 4.5 3 2
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SQ. FT. MEDIAN 2200
SQ. FT AVERAGE 2343.78
1
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APPENDIX II
GLASS AREA BREAKDOWN BY MODEL
1-Story Model Amount of Glazing Total Gl. Area
Sq. Ft. FRT FRT-RT RT RT-RR RR RR-LFT LFT LFT-FRT Glass :FI. Area
Range A 1183 20 10 48 0 73 0 24 10 185 0.16
1248 20 10 54 0 70 0 69 10 233 0.19
1425 38.8 10 40 0 92 0 51 10 241.8 0.17
Average 26 10 47 0 78 0 48 10 220 0.17
Range B 1513 30 0 59.5 0 90 0 66 0 245.5 0.16
1746 22.5 0 48.5 0 76 0 80.4 0 227.4 0.13
1930 125 0 55 0 130 0 30 0 340 0.18
Average 59 0 54 0 99 0 59 0 271 0.16
Range C 2044 72.5 0 39.5 20 119.4 20 55.5 0 326.9 0.16
2155 79 0 50 20 119.4 20 28 0 316.4 0.15
2170 72.6 0 62.3 20 115 20 31.3 0 321.2 0.15
Average 75 0 51 20 118 20 38 0 322 0.15
Range D 2468 75 0 26 84 139 36 48 0 408 0.17
2569 118.7 0 82.5 24 173.6 24 58 0 480.8 0.19
2660 74 0 47.5 10 140 10 67.5 0 349 0.13
Average 89 0 52 39 151 23 58 0 413 0.16
Range E 2902 100 0 120 0 196 0 48 0 464.3 0.16
2958 94.5 0 94 0 221.3 0 43.8 0 453.6 0.15
3068 68.5 0 39.8 0 220.2 0 55 0 383.5 0.13
Average 88 0 85 0 213 0 49 0 434 0.15
48
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2-Story Model Amount of Glazing Total Gl. Area
Sq. Ft. FRT FRT-RT RT RT-RR RR RR-LFT LFT LFT-FRT Glass :FI. Area
Range A 1576 60.5 6 44 0 130 0 40 6 286.5 0.18
1659 75.3 8 42 0 156 0 14 8 303.3 0.18
1816 88.3 0 52 0 174.5 12.5 120 12.5 459.8 0.25
Average 75 5 46 0 154 4 58 9 350 0.21
Range B 2207 44 0 29.2 0 103.2 0 86 0 262.4 0.12
2337 92 0 45 10 137 10 43 0 337 0.14
2462 103.7 0 16 0 166 0 29.5 0 315.2 0.13
Average 80 0 30 3 135 3 53 0 305 0.13
Range C 2937 105 0 3.8 0 218.4 0 61.5 0 388.7 0.13
2954 134.3 0 101 12.6 314.7 12.6 73.1 0 648.1 0.22
3217 106.3 0 16.5 8 294.1 8 94.3 0 527.2 0.16
Average 115 0 40 7 276 7 76 0 521 0.17
Range D 3409 104.5 22.5 111 0 220.5 0 118 0 576.5 0.17
3557 136.6 0 84.8 18.9 280 18.9 88 0 627.2 0.18
3752 123 0 94.5 0 246.8 0 63 0 527.3 0.14
Average 121 8 97 6 249 6 90 0 577 0.16
Range E 4383 304.4 0 276 34.5 222.8 106.5 181.8 0 1125.7 0.26
- information unavailable
- information unavailable
Average 304 0 276 35 223 107 182 0 1126 0.26
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APPENDIX n i
SOLAR HEAT GAIN FACTORS
Solar Intensity and Solar Heat Gain Factor for 32° N. latitude i l l
I N i NE i E SE S ! SW 1 w 1 NW
JULY ! 0600 34 105 ! 113 53 9 ! 9 i 9 9 1800
0700 38 ' 167 : 198 114 20 1 19 ! 19 : 19 1700
i 0800 31 : 163 : 215 145 28 i 26 i 26 > 26 1600
0900 34 129 i 195 150 37 32 i 32 1 32 1500
I 1000 37 78 i 148 134 53 36 i 36 1 36 1400
! 1100 39 43 1 83 99 66 41 i 38 1 38 1300
1 1200 40 1 41 I 42 58 72 58 ! 42 i 41 1200
Half Day Totals 231 701 i 967 726 248 187 i 180 1 179
1 N NW i w SW S SE E 1 NE1 : 1 1 1 1 1 i 1
' " I  1 ■ -"1" " ! " I  i 1 ' '
Solar Intensity and Solar Heat Gain Factor INTERPOLA TED for 36° N. latitude I
(! N NE ! E SE S SW 1 w NW
JULY ■ 0600 35.5 115 125 60.5 10 10 10 10 1800
0700 34 165 201 120.5 20.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 1700
0800 29.5 155.5 215.5 152.5 29 26 26 26 1600
0900 33 117.5 194 160 44.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 1500
; 1000 36 67 147 146.5 67 36 ; 35.5 35.5 1400
1100 38 41.5 82 113 84 42 1 37.5 37.5 1300
! 1200 39 39.5 41.5 69 90.5 69 1 41.5 39.5 1200
Half Day Totals 227 683.5 987.5 792 300 195.5 1 180.5 179.5
! N NW W SW S SE 1 E NE
i ; : : 1 I : : i
1 1 I  "1 ! - 1 ----- ,
Solar Intensity and Solar Heat Gain Factor for 40° N. latitude I
1 N NE E SE S SW 1 ^ NW i
JULY 0600 37 125 137 68 11 11 i 11 11 1800
0700 30 163 204 127 21 20 ' 20 20 1700
0800 28 148 216 160 ' 30 26 1 26 26 1600
0900 32 106 193 170 : 52 31 31 31 1500
1000 35 56 146 159 : 81 36 35 35 1400
: 1100 37 40 81 i 127 ! 102 43 37 37 1300
1200 38 38 41 i 80 ! 109 80 1 41 38 1200
Half Dav Totals 223 666 1008 ! 858 352 204 ; 181 180 :
N NW W SW 1 S SE E NE
50
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APPENDIX IV
SUMMARY OF JULY RESULTS
1 - Storv; RANGE A (July)
CLEAR (values in Btu’s/hr.)
1183
1248
1425
NORTH
131,416
180,423
167,373
EAST
139.047
161.554
187,261
SOUTH
127,008
176,383
162,940
WEST
141.991
159,715
185,912
AVERAGE 159,738 162,621 155,444 162,539
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.)
1183
1248
1425
NORTH
104,529
143,543
133,120
EAST
110.616
128.492
148.983
SOUTH
101.013
140.320
129,584
WEST
112.964
127.025
147,907
AVERAGE 127,064 129,364 123,639 129,299
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
1183
1248
1425
NORTH
88.230
121,062
112,392
EAST
93,318
108.483
125,650
SOUTH
85.291
118,368
109,436
WEST
95,280
107.256
124,751
AVERAGE 107,228 109,150 104,365 109,096
E n ersv  Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 7,177
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 32.674 33,257 31,805 33,241
TINTED 52.510 53,471 51.078 53,444
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11 - Story: RANGE B (July) I
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.)
1513
1746
1930
NORTH
182,397
175,635
200,000
EAST
176,155
157,942
289,695
SOUTH
175,038
169,073
199,386
WEST
175,358
154,029
292,761
AVERAGE 186,010 207,930 181,166 207,383
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.)
1513
1746
1930
NORTH
145,097
139,732
158,989
EAST
140,118
125,620
230,531
SOUTH
139,228
134.499
158.500
WEST
139.482
122.499
232.977
AVERAGE 147,939 165,423 144,075 164,986
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
1513
1746
1930
NORTH
122,420
117,851
134,471
EAST
118,258
106,056
194,268
SOUTH
117,514
113,477
134,062
WEST
117.727
103,447
196,312
AVERAGE 124,914 139,527 121,684 139,162
E nergy  Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 26,764
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 38,071 42,507 37,091 42,396
TINTED 61,096 68,403 59,482 68,220
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I l -Story: RANGE C (July)
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.)
2044
2155
2170
NORTH
217,495
203,190
213,885
EAST
265,684
262,100
257,906
SOUTH
207,560
194,052
204,502
WEST
263,722
264,798
261,708
AVERAGE 211,523 261,897 202,038 263,409
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.)
2044
2155
2170
NORTH
172.964
161,570
170,094
EAST
211,400
208.558
205,206
SOUTH
165.040
154,282
162,610
WEST
209,835
210.710
208,238
AVERAGE 168,210 208,388 160,644 209,595
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
2044
2155
2170
NORTH
146,091
136,519
143,665
EAST
178,217
175.792
173,013
SOUTH
139,468
130,427
137,410
WEST
176,909
177,591
175,547
AVERAGE 142,092 175,674 135,768 176,682
Energy Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 61,371
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW -E 43,314 53,508 41.394 53,815
TINTED 69,432 86,223 66,270 86,727
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|l-S to ry : RANG ED (July) I
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.)
2468
2569
2660
NORTH
274,898
315,254
231,704
EAST
338.920
389.610
281,143
SOUTH
254.500
303.501 
221,518
WEST
341,241
392.615
278,690
AVG 273,952 336,558 259,840 337,515
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.)
2468
2569
2660
NORTH
218,622
250.696
184,263
EAST
269,687
310.004
223,696
SOUTH
202,352
241,322
176,138
WEST
271,539
312,401
221,740
AVG 217,860 267,796 206,604 268,560
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
2468
2569
2660
NORTH
184,631
211,778
155,638
EAST
227.312
261.349
188,597
SOUTH
171,032
203,943
148,847
WEST
228.860
263.353
186,962
AVG 184,016 225,753 174,608 226,391
Energy Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 77,676
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 56,091 68,762 53,235 68,956
TINTED 89,936 110,805 85,232 111,124
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|^^^Storvj___JRANGE^ (July) I
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2902 306,705 365.144 294,932 374,011
2958 287,327 372,316 271,776 378,472
3068 233,965 329,999 215,361 328,135
AVG 275,999 355,819 260,690 360,206
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2902 243.904 290.515 234,513 297.588
2958 228.464 296.253 216,061 301.164
3068 186,012 262,610 171.173 261,123
AVG 219,460 283,126 207,249 286,625
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2902 206,024 244.983 198,175 250,895
2958 193,070 249.729 182,703 253,833
3068 157,261 221,283 144,858 220,040
AVG 185,452 238,665 175,245 241,589
E nergy Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 99,516
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 56,539 72,693 53,441 73,581
TINTED 90,548 117,154 85,444 118,617
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|2 - Story' RANGEA (July) I
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.)
1576
1659
1816
NORTH
182.583
176.928
314,422
EAST
236.047
265,487
363,504
SOUTH
175.314
168,704
303,851
WEST
236.537
268,921
352,550
AVERAGE 224,644 288,346 215,956 286,003
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.)
1576
1659
1816
NORTH
145.181
140.644
250,066
EAST
187.825
211.281
289,215
SOUTH
139.383
134,084
241,634
WEST
188,216
214,020
280,478
AVERAGE 178,630 229,440 171,701 227,571
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
1576
1659
1816
NORTH
122.681
118,967
211,154
EAST
158.324
178,007
243,875
SOUTH
117,835
113,485
204,106
WEST
158,651
180,296
236,572
AVERAGE 150,934 193,402 145,142 191,840
Energy Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 72,390
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 46,014 58.906 44,256 58,432
TINTED 73.710 94,944 70.814 94,163
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|2  - Story: RANGE B (M y)
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.)
2207
2337
2462
NORTH
184,453
210,446
171,017
EAST
201.536
282.438
288,743
SOUTH
177,192
202,836
163,377
WEST
194,570
282,683
287,088
AVERAGE 188,639 257,572 181,135 254,780
LOW -E (values in Btu's/hr.)
2207
2337
2462
NORTH
146.710
167.326
135,911
EAST
160.336
224.748
229,811
SOUTH
140.919
161.256
129,817
WEST
154.780
224,944
228,491
AVERAGE 149,982 204,965 143,997 202,738
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
2207
2337
2462
NORTH
123,847
141,425
115,067
EAST
135.235
189.420
193,551
SOUTH
119,007
136.352
109,973
WEST
130,592
189.584
192,447
AVERAGE 126,780 172,735 121,777 170,874
E nergy  Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 76,437
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 38,656 52,607 37,138 52,042
TINTED 61,859 84,837 59,358 83,906
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|2  - Story : RANGE C (July)
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.)
2937
2954
3217
NORTH
218,087
407,854
316,039
EAST
353,643
541.900
464,390
SOUTH
204,180
383,094
291,334
WEST
346,566
545,298
454,848
AVERAGE 313,993 453,311 292,869 448,904
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.)
2937
2954
3217
NORTH
173,339
324,293
251,250
EAST
281.461
431,211
369,577
SOUTH
162,246
304.544
231.545
WEST
275,817
433,921
361,967
AVERAGE 249,627 360,750 232,778 357,235
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
2937
2954
3217
NORTH
146,692
274,072
212,458
EAST
237,063
363,436
311,358
SOUTH
137,421
257,566
195,988
WEST
232,345
365,701
304,997
AVERAGE 211,074 303,952 196,991 301,015
E nergy  Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 160,442
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 64,366 92,561 60,091 91,669
TINTED 102.919 149,359 95,878 147,890
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|2_^_Stor^j__^ANGE^ (July)
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.)
3409
3557
3752
NORTH
397,761
400.405
331,116
EAST
442.767
521.103
435,904
SOUTH
385,888
378,865
315,933
WEST
444.262
520.711
439,767
AVERAGE 376,427 466,591 360,229 468,246
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.)
3409
3557
3752
NORTH
316,355
318,384
263,275
EAST
352,253
414,655
346,856
SOUTH
306,885
301,204
251,165
WEST
353,445
414,342
349,937
AVERAGE 299,338 371,255 286,418 372,575
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
3409
3557
3752
NORTH
267,104
269,036
222,509
EAST
297,108
349.502
292,368
SOUTH
259,188
254,676
212,387
WEST
298,104
349,240
294,943
AVERAGE 252,883 312,992 242,084 314,096
E n ersv  Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 108,018
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 77,089 95,337 73.811 95,672
TINTED 123,544 153,599 118,145 154,151
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|2 - Story: RANGE E (July) I
CLEAR (values in Btu's/hr.)
4383
0
0
NORTH
805,504
0
0
EAST
838,671
0
0
SOUTH
800,765
0
0
WEST
842,657
0
0
AVERAGE 805,504 838,671 800,765 842,657
LOW-E (values in Btu's/hr.)
4383
0
0
NORTH
640.715
0
0
EAST
667.170
0
0
SOUTH
636,935
0
0
WEST
670,349
0
0
AVERAGE 640,715 667,170 636,935 670,349
TINTED (values in Btu's/hr.)
4383
0
0
NORTH
540.771
0
0
EAST
562.882
0
0
SOUTH
537,612
0
0
WEST
565,539
0
0
AVERAGE 540,771 562,882 537,612 565,539
Energy Savings (values in Btu's/hr.)
ORIENTATION 41,892
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW -E 164.789 171,501 163,830 172.308
TINTED 264,733 275.789 263,154 277,117
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APPENDIX V
GLASS AREA BREAKDOWN BY MODEL 
(ADJUSTED FOR RESFEN)
1-Story Model 
Sq. Ft. FRT
Amount of Glazing 
RT RR LFT
Total
Glass
Range A 1183 30 53 73 29 185
1248 30 59 70 74 233
1425 48.8 45 92 56 241.8
Average 36 52 78 53 220
Range B 1513 30 59.5 90 66 245.5
1746 22.5 48.5 76 80.4 227.4
1930 125 55 130 30 340
Average 59 54 99 59 271
Range C 2044 72.5 49.5 139.4 65.5 326.9
2155 79 60 139.4 38 316.4
2170 72.6 72.3 135 41.3 321.2
Average 75 61 138 48 322
Range D 2468 75 68 199 66 408
2569 118.7 94.5 197.6 70 480.8
2660 74 52.5 150 72.5 349
Average 89 72 182 70 413
Range E 2902 100 120.3 196 48 464.3
2958 94.5 94 221.3 43.8 453.6
3068 68.5 39.8 220.2 55 383.5
Average 88 85 213 49 434
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2-Story Model 
Sq. Ft. FRT
Amount of Glazing 
RT RR LFT
Total
Glass
Range A 1576 66.5 47 130 43 286.5
1659 83.3 46 156 18 303.3
1816 94.6 52 180.8 132.5 459.9
Average 81 48 156 65 350
Range B 2207 44 29.2 103.2 86 262.4
2337 92 50 147 48 337
2462 103.7 16 166 29.5 315.2
Average 80 32 139 55 305
Range C 2937 105 3.8 218.4 61.5 388.7
2954 134.3 107.1 327.3 79.4 648.1
3217 106.3 20.5 302.1 98.3 527.2
Average 115 44 283 80 521
Range D 3409 115.8 122.3 220.5 118 576.6
3557 136.6 94.3 298.9 97.5 627.3
3752 123 94.5 246.8 63 527.3
Average 125 104 255 93 577
Range E 4383 304.4 293 293.3 235.1 1125.8
- information unavailable
- information unavailable
Average 304 293 293 235 1126
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APPENDIX VI
SUMMARY OF ANNUAL RESULTS
I - Story: RANGE A (Annual) |
CLEAR (values in kBtu's)
1183
1248
1425
NORTH
10,528
13.777
13,254
EAST
11.480 
13,465 
15,299
SOUTH
9,555
14.114
13,174
WEST
10.095
12,019
13,872
AVERAGE 12,520 13,415 12,281 11,995
LOW-E (values in kBtu's)
1183
1248
1425
NORTH
8,374
10,020
9,514
EAST
9,493
9,759
11,210
SOUTH
6,894
10,319
9,528
WEST
7,317
8,634
10,080
AVERAGE 9,303 10,154 8,914 8,677
TINTED (values in kBtu's)
1183
1248
1425
NORTH
8,078
10,532
10,116
EAST
9,025 
10,400 
11.750
SOUTH
7,753
11.099
10.487
WEST
7,872
9,527
10,830
AVERAGE 9,575 10,392 9,779 9,410
Energy Savings (values in kBtu's)
ORIENTATION 1,420
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 3,217 3.261 3.367 3,318
TINTED 2,945 3.023 2,502 2,585
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11 - Story: RANGE B (Annual) ]
CLEAR (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
1513 14,408 15,033 14,207 13,039
1746 13,222 13,531 14,065 11,509
1930 18,477 23,737 17,514 23,620
AVERAGE 15,369 17,434 15,262 16,056
LOW-E (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
1513 10,422 10,962 10,338 9,384
1746 9,587 9,815 10,297 8,257
1930 13,068 17,443 12,327 17,339
AVERAGE 11,026 12,740 10,987 11,660
TINTED (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
1513 10,869 11,566 11,270 10,220
1746 10,038 10,323 11,070 9,201
1930 13,863 17,841 13,259 17,567
AVERAGE 11,590 13,243 11,866 12,329
E nergy Savings (values in kBtu's)
ORIENTATION 2,172
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 4,343 4,693 4,275 4,396
TINTED 3,779 4,190 3,396 3.727
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I l -Story: RANGE C (Annual) j
CLEAR (values in kBtu's)
2044
2155
2170
NORTH
18,569
18,142
18,910
EAST
22,364
21,995
21,744
SOUTH
17,639
16,048
16,590
WEST
20,192
20,203
19,983
AVERAGE 18^40 22,034 16,759 20,126
LOW E (values in kBtu's)
2044
2155
2170
NORTH
13.166
12,866
13,483
EAST
16,414
16,186
15,972
SOUTH
12,668
11,430
11,856
WEST
14,689
14,730
14,522
AVERAGE 13,172 16,191 11,984 14,647
TINTED (values in kBtu's)
2044
2155
2170
NORTH
13,638
13,324
13,914
EAST
16,780
16,641
16,540
SOUTH
13,845
12,645
13,074
WEST
15,364
15.173
15,003
AVERAGE 13,625 16,654 13,188 15,180
E nergy Savings (values in kBtu's)
ORIENTATION 5,275
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 5,369 5,844 4,775 5.479
TINTED 4,915 5,381 3,571 4,946
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| l  - Story: RANGE D (Annual) |
CLEAR (values in kBtu's)
2468
2569
2660
NORTH
24,495
29,294
20.252
EAST
28,294
32,683
24,095
SOUTH
21,203
26,110
19,104
WEST
24,986
31,071
21,599
AVG 24,680 28,357 22,139 25,885
LOW-E (values in kBtu's)
2468
2569
2660
NORTH
17,271
20,751
14,343
EAST
20,777
23,907
17,670
SOUTH
15,183
18,609
13,728
WEST
18,104
22,536
15,692
AVG 17,455 20,785 15,840 18,777
TINTED (values in kBtu's)
2468
2569
2660
NORTH
17.229
20,897
14,726
EAST
20,962
24,214
17,981
SOUTH
16.547
19,756
14,937
WEST
18,546
22,760
16,373
AVG 17,618 21,053 17,080 19,226
Energy Sayings (values in kBtu's)
ORIENTATION 6,218
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 7,225 7,573 6,299 7,108
TINTED 7,062 7,305 5,059 6,659
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i l -Story: R A NG EE (Annual) j
CLEAR (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2902 29,685 31,424 24,562 29,946
2958 26,487 29,694 21,936 27,477
3068 20,803 26,174 18,006 22,597
AVG 25,658 29,097 21,502 26,673
LOW-E (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2902 21.116 23.009 17,496 21,618
2958 18,744 21,801 15,603 19,916
3068 14,531 19,305 12,848 16,430
AVG 18,130 21,372 15,316 19,321
TINTED (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2902 21.024 23.516 18,751 21.616
2958 18.723 22,163 16,931 20.049
3068 14,477 19,287 14,208 16,821
AVG 18,075 21,655 16,630 19,495
Energy Savings (values in kBtu's)
ORIENTATION 7,596
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 7,528 7,726 6,186 7,352
TINTED 7,584 7,442 4.871 7,178
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12 - Story: RANGEA (Annual^
CLEAR (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
1576 12.397 17,343 12,508 15.191
1659 12.885 20,097 11,926 17,281
1816 21,469 26,973 23,863 24,591
AVERAGE 15,584 21,471 16,099 19,021
LOW-E (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
1576 8,519 12,508 8,651 10,804
1659 8,744 14,576 8,082 12,370
1816 14,734 19,225 16,787 17,365
AVERAGE 10,666 15,436 11,173 13,513
TINTED (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
1576 10,255 14,073 10,913 12,509
1659 10,481 16,065 10,542 13,879
1816 17,119 21,198 19,776 20,184
AVERAGE 12,618 17,112 13,743 15,524
Energy Savings (values in kBtu's) 
ORIENTATION
NORTH EAST SOUTH
5,887
WEST
LOW-E 4,918 6,035 4.926 5,508
TINTED 2.966 4,359 2,356 3,497
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|2  - Story: RANGE B (Annual) ]
CLEAR (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2207 11.213 14.264 13,627 12,914
2337 14.681 20,570 14.622 18,757
2462 12,280 21,349 12,582 19,575
AVERAGE 12,725 18,728 13,610 17,082
LOW-E (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2207 7,748 10.186 9,655 9,093
2337 10,047 14,824 10.072 13,383
2462 8,161 15,519 8,504 14,084
AVERAGE 8,652 13,509 9,410 12,187
TINTED (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2207 9,374 11,565 11,553 11,012
2337 12,088 16,570 12,601 15,255
2462 10,068 16,817 10,954 15,610
AVERAGE 10,510 14,984 11,703 13,959
Energy Savings (values in kBtu's)
ORIENTATION 6,003
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 4.073 5.218 4.200 4,895
TINTED 2,215 3,744 1,908 3,123
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|2 - Story: RANGE C (Annual) |
CLEAR (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2937 15.995 26,890 17,136 24,197
2954 35.451 44.553 30,682 38,556
3217 25,612 37,438 25,274 32,227
AVERAGE 25,686 36,294 24,364 31,660
LOW-E (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2937 10.552 19,534 11,727 17,306
2954 24,035 32,085 21,108 27.232
3217 17,009 27,088 17,452 22,857
AVERAGE 17,199 26,236 16,762 22,465
TINTED (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
2937 12,443 20,777 14,616 19,154
2954 25,752 34.221 25,341 29,545
3217 18,571 28.366 21,099 25,084
AVERAGE 18,922 27,788 20,352 24,595
Energy Savings (values in kBtu's)
ORIENTATION 11,930
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 8,487 10,058 7,602 9,195
TINTED 6,764 8,506 4,012 7,066
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\2 - Story: RANGE D (Annual) |
CLEAR (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
3409 30,120 34,315 29,072 31,001
3557 32,249 40,711 29,793 36,083
3752 26,522 34,334 24,058 30,226
AVERAGE 29,630 36,453 27,641 32,437
LOW-E (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
3409 20,862 24,450 20,309 21,793
3557 21,932 29,294 20,586 25,521
3752 18,133 24,717 16,543 21,420
AVERAGE 20,309 26,154 19,146 22,911
TINTED (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
3409 23,396 27,162 23,953 24,708
3557 24,095 31,536 24,584 28.116
3752 20,322 26,974 20,187 23,721
AVERAGE 22,604 28,557 22,908 25,515
Energy Savings (values in kBtu's)
ORIENTATION 8,813
NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
LOW-E 9.322 10,300 8.495 9,525
TINTED 7,026 7.896 4,733 6,922
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2 - Story: RA NG EE (Annual) |
CLEAR (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
4383 68.523 68,851 67,160 70,671
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
AVERAGE 68,523 68,851 67,160 70,671
LOW-E (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
4383 47.792 48.282 46,610 49,422
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
AVERAGE 47,792 48,282 46,610 49,422
TINTED (values in kBtu's) NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
4383 51,154 51.868 49,917 52,190
0 Ü 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
AVERAGE 51,154 51,868 49,917 52,190
Energy Savings (values in kBtu's) 
ORIENTATION
NORTH EAST SOUTH
3,511
WEST
LOW-E 20.731 20,569 20,550 21,249
TINTED 17,369 16.983 17,243 18,481
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APPENDIX Vn
GLASS AREA PERCENTAGE BY MODEL
1-Story Model Amount of Glazing
Sq. Ft. FRT FRT-RT RT RT-RR RR RR-LFT LFT LFT-FRT
Range A 1183 11% 5% 26% 0% 39% 0% 13% 5%
1248 9% 4% 23% 0% 30% 0% 30% 4%
1425 16% 4% 17% 0% 38% 0% 21% 4%
Average 12% 5% 22% 0% 36% 0% 21% 5%
Range B 1513 12% 0% 24% 0% 37% 0% 27% 0%
1746 10% 0% 21% 0% 33% 0% 35% 0%
1930 37% 0% 16% 0% 38% 0% 9% 0%
Average 20% 0% 21% 0% 36% 0% 24% 0%
Range C 2044 22% 0% 12% 6% 37% 6% 17% 0%
2155 25% 0% 16% 6% 38% 6% 9% 0%
2170 23% 0% 19% 6% 36% 6% 10% 0%
Average 23% 0% 16% 6% 37% 6% 12% 0%
Range D 2468 18% 0% 6% 21% 34% 9% 12% 0%
2569 25% 0% 17% 5% 36% 5% 12% 0%
2660 21% 0% 14% 3% 40% 3% 19% 0%
Average 21% 0% 12% 9% 37% 6% 14% 0%
Range E 2902 22% 0% 26% 0% 42% 0% 10% 0%
2958 21% 0% 21% 0% 49% 0% 10% 0%
3068 18% 0% 10% 0% 57% 0% 14% 0%
Average 20% 0% 19% 0% 49% 0% 11% 0%
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2-Story Model Amount of Glazing
Sq. Ft FRT FRT-RT RT RT-RR RR RR-LFT LFT LFT-FRT
Range A 1576 21% 2% 15% 0% 45% 0% 14% 2%
1659 25% 3% 14% 0% 51% 0% 5% 3%
1816 19% 0% 11% 0% 38% 3% 26% 3%
Average 22% 2% 14% 0% 45% 1% 15% 2%
Range B 2207 17% 0% 11% 0% 39% 0% 33% 0%
2337 27% 0% 13% 3% 41% 3% 13% 0%
2462 33% 0% 5% 0% 53% 0% 9% 0%
Average 26% 0% 10% 1% 44% 1% 18% 0%
Range C 2937 27% 0% 1% 0% 56% 0% 16% 0%
2954 21% 0% 16% 2% 49% 2% 11% 0%
3217 20% 0% 3% 2% 56% 2% 18% 0%
Average 23% 0% 7% 1% 54% 1% 15% 0%
Range D 3409 18% 4% 19% 0% 38% 0% 20% 0%
3557 22% 0% 14% 3% 45% 3% 14% 0%
3752 23% 0% 18% 0% 47% 0% 12% 0%
Average 21% 1% 17% 1% 43% 1% 15% 0%
Range E 4383 27% 0% 24% 3% 20% 9% 16% 0%
- information unavailable
- information unavailable
Average 27% 0% 24% 3% 20% 9% 16% 0%
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